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Memo
To:
From:
Subject:

NCI Board of Inquiry
Bike Auckland
Feedback on issues raised from Bike Auckland’s presentation

Introduction
Subsequent to Bike Auckland (BA)’s presentation to the BOI on Thursday 10 August, BA met
with Gary Moore (Aurecom) and Paul Glucina (NZTA) to discuss concerns about local links
to the project's shared path. This has resulted in a side agreement dated 29th August
attached to this memo.
NZTA has since updated UDL.14 and UDL.15 of the NOR conditions, and engaged in
discussions with Auckland Transport (AT). This memo provides BA feedback to the BOI on
these points.
Sheet 1 - Oteha Valley Rd
BA is pleased that NZTA will work with AT to:
 Provide a SUP connection to the existing shared paths to the north-west of the
Oteha/SH1 interchange
 Investigate a crossing of Oteha Valley Rd at the eastern end of the SUP.
Sheet 2 – McClymonts Rd
BA is pleased that NZTA will work with AT to:
 Provide improvements to McClymonts and Elliot Rose to facilitate connectivity to the
bus station.
Sheet 5 - Arrenway/WSL Pond
BA is pleased that NZTA will:
 Explore a Greenways stub to Centorian Reserve from the SUP in discussions with AC
& WSL.
Sheet 8 - Paul Matthews
BA is pleased that NZTA will:
 Use best endeavours to ensure there is a one metre or physical separation between
cyclists and motorists on SH18 and the Paul Matthews bridge
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Provide a SUP connection along Caribbean Drive to a point beyond the
Barbados/Meadowood roundabout.

Sheet 9 - Alexandra Stream/Rook Reserve underpass
BA accepts that it is very difficult to widen the existing underpass, particularly given drainage
issues. We are comfortable that UDL.13 & UDL.14 bring BA into the consultation loop with
AC Parks and AT to ensure alignment and CPTED issues are addressed.
Sheet 10 - Albany Highway
BA is pleased that NZTA will work with AT to:
 Provide a SUP connection along Albany Highway to Bush Rd
 Provide improvements for northbound cyclists on Albany Highway to enter the SUP
 Advance the implementation of the Albany Highway South project.
Consultation
We appreciate the additional discussions we have with the NZTA after presenting to the
Board and the agreement that Bike Auckland will have the opportunity to collaborate with the
Agency on a number of design details of the cycling component of the project.
Steve Southall
Committee Member
Bike Auckland
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